pDSSAT and LPJmL provided all combinations of the simulation, allowing for a simple linear interpolation of yield levels when the HAPPI scenario fell between directly simulated yield levels. Responses are non-linear across the full range of sensitivity tests; however differences between particular sensitivity tests are approximately linear. Nitrogen levels were held constant at current period levels reflecting the high use of fertilizers in North America, Europe, and East Asia compared to lower levels in Latin America and many parts of the developing world. The GEPIC model provided a subset of these simulations (480 sensitivity test combinations), and thus projections were enabled by the use of a mean crop yield emulator:
(a-o) are fit to mean 30-year yields for the 480 GEPIC simulations for each grid cell and crop type. This simplified emulator captures the core system behaviors within the climate change space evaluated. McDermid et al. (2015) found that similar emulators fit to point-based crop models in the AgMIP Coordinated Climate-Crop Modeling Project (C3MP; Ruane et al., 2014) have low root mean-squared error and high correlations with directly simulated output, although they are likely somewhat conservative in extreme climate changes (e.g., +6 ºC and -50% rainfall). +1.5 and +2.0 ºC Worlds projections rarely extend into these conditions over major agricultural areas. The development of crop yield emulators is a priority of GGCMI and many application communities. 
